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Text simplification in the work of the BTU

– Subtitles.  Spoken to written. Mainly FR
– Pre-editing before MT. Mainly FR
– As an aid for understanding technical texts?
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Correction-revision – the problem

– Technical texts with English errors
• Lexical and syntactic aspects
• Untangling technicity from errors

– The need for understanding to provide
• English correction
• Better expression choices (argumentation etc.)
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and associated tasks like subtitling. I specialise in correction-revision of scientific 
texts, on a broad spectrum of subjects. Although the BTU works with external 
independent service providers, this is mainly for translation and interpreting, 
especially outside the main language pair. Little correction-revision is presently out-
treated as this is not cost-effective. Learning the vocabulary, characteristics of 
expression and concepts involved in subjects that are new to me is therefore an 
integral part of my work. 

Scientific texts for revision at the BTU come from all faculties of UBO but also 
the partners such as the University of Nantes and instututions like INRAE, Ifremer, 
and CNRS. Subjects span from mathematics to social sciences. Unlike the experts 
mentioned by the companies above, I frequently come to a text without a great deal 
of background and therefore repeatedly find myself in the position of an untrained 
beginner. Figure 1 presents an overview of my workflow. 
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Figure 1. Schema of a sequence of work for correction-revision of a scientific article 
on an unfamiliar subject 



Correction-revision – present strategies

– Integrated internet search tools:
• e.g. Word + ‘Smart lookup’

– Bibliography-based
• Ref ‘n’ Write

– Home-made glossaries
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Can text simplification help?

– Is the learning question the same
• As when learning to read?
• As when learning a language?

– What kind of corpus could help
• Larger? 
• More specialized?

– What application?
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Figure 2. A possible workflow for correction-revision with a simplification tool 
based on an external dictionary 

Considering commercially available solutions, Enago is a large company 
offering scientific editing services.  It also now offers AI-based services 
'AuthorOne', including 'Trinka' an academic English checker created by the Crimson 
AI company. As this is a private company, I do not know anything about the 
interrelation of these activities, but would think that Enago, as an editing platform 
has access to a corpus of paired uncorrected and human corrected texts in a wealth 
of domains. To my mind, this provides a resource of likely errors and possible 
solutions to learn from could be used to train an AI.  

 

4. Conclusion 

I can see from this short exploration of text simplification in relation to my needs 
as a revisor that there are two major routes I could take.  The first is to use a form of 
contextual dictionary that I harness to my correction environment for when I need to 
know a word (section 2.2).  This would need to be specific and specialised and 
would, therefore, be difficult to create for the simultaneously broad but specialised 
demands of my work situation.  Alternatively, I could allow an automated text 
simplification engine to edit the text for me and propose meanings for terminology it 
considers complex (Figure 2.), treating a text as a whole and followed by post-
editing. In either case, simplification technologies could likely contribute to 
improving my process of manuscript correction-revision. 
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